Make a major
difference.
The AIM Clinics Fellowship program sets you up to
be a pioneer in the field of autism therapy. Not only
will you gain valuable clinical experience, a master’s
degree and a Board Certified Behavior Analyst
(BCBA) credential, you’ll bring life-changing services
to underserved kids.
Challenge yourself. Be a powerful force for good for
the people who need you most.

WHY AIM?

Our multidimensional
approach offers you a
more gratifying and
complete education
than you can find
anywhere else.

Get paid to learn.

Get a well-rounded experience.

We cover the costs of your graduate

You’ll reinforce what you learn about

program while also paying you a salary,

Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA)

because a person can only live on

in your studies with real-world

ramen noodles for so long.

experience in our clinics.

Be a pioneer in your industry.
We’ve brought our evidence-based

Work for a company that
values you as a person.

practice to places and people who

We believe when we take care of you,

historically haven’t had access—giving

you can better take care of our kids.

more children more opportunities

Our goal is to help you thrive at AIM.

to thrive.

Grow into a leadership role.
Every Fellow is a leader-in-training,

Clinical excellence
Leadership

Real experience
Community

Get started today.

and we weave leadership and
professionalism into every stage of
the program.

@AIMClinics

If you’re ready to help kids with autism

@aimclinics

conquer tomorrow, then we’re ready to talk.
Email Ali Thomas

@aim_clinics

athomas@aimclinics.com
fellowship@aimclinics.com
(833) 825-5246

SERVING

Alabama
Arkansas
North Carolina
Oklahoma
Tennessee

We support you at every step.
Our goal isn’t just to create leaders at AIM Clinics—it’s to create the future leaders
of our field. While you learn the science of Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) in your
master’s program, we’ll support you with the real-world experience and direct
instruction you need to become a Board Certified Behavior Analyst (BCBA).

MONTHS 1–7

MONTHS 8–14

MONTHS 15–19

MONTHS 20+

Clinical
Trainee

Clinical
Specialist

Case
Manager

First-Year
BCBA

Build your foundational
knowledge and master the
principles of ABA.

Reinforce foundational
knowledge with practical
application.

Begin managing a small
caseload and learn how
to lead a team.

Build toward
independence and
leadership.

Work directly with kids under

Begin to develop clinical

Oversee and lead the

Strengthen your case

the supervision of a BCBA, while

skills such as clinical writing,

enrollment and treatment of a

management and leadership

developing skills in leadership

behavior skills training and

small caseload of clients while

skills with a full network of

and data analysis.

managing a team.

managing a team of RBTs.

BCBAs supporting you every
step of the way.

Timeline varies based on academic coursework sequence and competency level.

“I am getting such an
incredible variety of
experiences that I know
my peers at school are not
receiving through their
fieldwork placement.”
Autumn H.

About AIM Clinics
Autism in Motion Clinics supports and inspires children with autism, their
families and our community. We use Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) therapy to
redefine what living with autism means. We’ve brought ABA to places it’s never
been available and transformed the story of autism for the kids and families we
serve. Because autism defines a disorder. Not a person.
@AIMClinics

(833) 825-5246

@aimclinics

Child-centered
Authentic
Mindful
Growth-oriented

BENTONVILLE, ARKANSAS

fellowship@aimclinics.com

A I M C L I N I C S C O R E VA L U E S

@aim_clinics

